
Because the ultra compact step motors in quartz watches use magnets, the 
watch could be affected by magnetic interference from cell phones, PCs, TVs, 
audio equipment, speakers, automatic mahjong tables or other home appliances. 
This could cause it to temporarily stop, or the time to delay or advance, and may 
require comprehensive inspection or internal adjustment, including demagnetizing, 
which may not be covered by warranty.

Magnetism

About charging
This timepiece converts the light received by the solar cell under the dial into 
electrical energy In exchange, we are moving while storing electricity. If the 
remaining energy level is low It will not work properly. Place it in the place where 
light hits · Save it on a daily basis Let's try to charge enough.

About luminescence
Luminescent paint absorbs sunlight and lighting illumination for a short time 
(about 10 minutes: 500 lux or more) and stores it, and it glows for a long time 
(about 3 hours to 5 hours) in the dark. The brightness (brightness) will weaken 
with the lapse of time since the light does not hit. In addition, depending on the 
intensity of light when light is stored, the degree of absorption of light and the 
area of lumi brite, there will be a difference in the time of light emission and how 
it looks. Environment that does not contain harmful substances such as 
radioactivity at all · It is safe for human beings to release the accumulated light.

Pull out the crown to position ③, rotate it, 
and set the time and minutes. Crown after 
setting time and minutes Pushing back to the 
original position will start the clock and the 
time setting will be completed.

Pull out the crown to position 2, rotate it 
clockwise and set the date. After setting the 
date, return the crown to its original position 
and the date setting is completed. � Because 
the date will change between 9 PM and 1 
AM, please avoid this time zone and adjust.

A: Time required for supplementing one day's worth
B: Time required for a stable hand movement when the watch is stopped
C: Time required for full charge

Installing the Watch Strap
Watch straps attach with easy lever-operated spring bar pins, as illustrated 
below. The shorter piece of the band attaches to the 12 o'clock end of the watch 
and the longer piece to the 6 o'clock end. To attach, turn the watch and band 
over, and insert the end of the pin opposite the lever <1> through the band and 
into the watch body bracket. 

NATO Style Strap
First, use the easy levers to attach the two spring bar pins to the watch body. 
(Illustration I) Pass the tip of the starp <A> down between the pin and body on the 
12 o'clock end of the case <B> and across the back of the watch. (Illustration II) 
Then pass it back between the pin and body on the 6 o'clock end <C>, through 
the clasp <D> and pull taut.

Makita Nato Strap
Kumihimo Strap
Place the band against the back of the 
watch, then use the easy levers to 
install both of the pins and attach the 
band to the watch body.

Additional easy lever pins can be 
purchased at our online store
（$5 for a set of two pins）.

Adjusting the Size of the Mesh Strap
Open the clasp, insert a small flathead screwdriver or similar tool into the inner 
slot, and lift to release the locking clip from the strap, as shown in Illustration 1. 
Then grasp the clasp with your fingers and slide along the strap (Illustration 2) to 
your preferred position, keeping the indentation on the back of the clasp aligned 
with one of the grooves in the back side of the mesh. Use the leverage of the 
screwdriver to replace the clip and lock the clasp into place (Illustration 3).
* Be careful not to damage the clip by using too much force or aligning it in such 
a way that it is not firmly seated in a groove in the mesh.

Daily life strong waterproofing (10 atm waterproof) is not suitable for scuba diving 
and saturated diving. Please do not use absolutely. Avoid placing water directly 
from the faucet.Tap water has a very high water pressure, and there is a danger of 
waterproof failure even in a watch with strong waterproofness in everyday life.

This watch uses a dedicated secondary battery different from general silver oxide 
batteries. Unlike disposable batteries such as dry batteries and button batteries, 
secondary batteries are batteries that can be repeatedly used while charging and 
discharging.Depending on the long-term use and environment of use, capacity and 
charging efficiency may decrease little by little. Also, if it is used for a long time, the 
duration may be shortened due to wear and dirt of machine parts, deterioration of 
lubricant, etc. If performance begins to deteriorate, please return it for repair.

Do not remove the secondary battery.
Expertise and skill are required for exchanging the secondary battery, so ask the 
watch store Please give me.
When general silver oxide batteries are installed, there is a danger of explosion, 
heat generation, fire Yes.
When charging, shooting light, spotlight, incandescent light (sphere) etc.,
If it approaches too much, there is a risk that the watch will become hot and the 
internal parts etc. will be damaged
There is it, please stop it.
Also when charging with sunlight, in a car dashboard etc, it is quite hot and
Because it may cause malfunction, stop it.
Please make sure that the watch does not exceed 50 ℃.

Overcharge prevention function
Even if you charge beyond the time required to fully charge, the watch will be 
damaged There is none. When the secondary battery is fully charged, in order to 
prevent further charging,Overcharge prevention function works automatically.

When you wear on your arm at temperatures between -5 ° C and + 50 ° C, the 
average monthly difference is ± 20 seconds.

Using the Mesh Strap Clasp
1. Holding the band from the 12 o'clock end bracket <A>, 

catch the hooks <B> on the metal bar <C> inside of the clasp.
*Note: if <B> and <C> are not connected securely, the watch could fall off and 
become damaged.

2. Cover the metal piece <A> hooked on the bar to fix it in place by closing the 
cover plate. 

3. Then flip the safety clip <D> closed from the other side to complete the 
attachment process.

①

②

③

You can custom order through our website.
Give it a try!

sg.knot-designs.com

Strap

more than

10,000
Combinations

Then, using your fingernail, 
slide the lever to insert that 
end of the pin <2> into the 
bracket. Please ensure that 
the pins are seated correctly 
into the holes on both sides, 
and be careful not to scratch 
the watch body during 
installation.

Today's Watch on Today's Clothes

more than

300
styles

Watch
more than

50
styles

Choose from a vast selection of more than 
300 styles and colors of watch bands. 
Change them to match the season, your 
clothes for the day, or just to re�ect the way 
you feel. It's fun and easy to create your own 
coordinated look!

You can make fashion more enjoyable by changing bands 
to complement today's style or TPO, just like you select a 
jacket or necktie to go with your favorite shirts. By allowing 
you to select watches and bands independently, Knot 
custom ordering lets you make the most of your wrist 
fashion, day after day.

Maker’s Watch Knot

10 Eng Hoon Street #01-01 Singapore 169760
［Customer Service］

 info_sg@knot-designs.com

sg.knot-designs.com

Solar watch

User Manual

About Knot original box
Since the watch and strap are stored at the time of 
purchase, the Knot original box is a box to be used when 
sending repaired items, so please keep it in a safe place. 
Knot We can not guarantee against breakage, breakdown 
etc. occurred when sending by other than the original 
box. Please note.

Approximate charging time

Approximate illuminance

Illuminance light source environment A B C
（lx） (Indication) （Minute） （Time） （Time）
700 Fluorescent lamp In the office 47 33 -
3,000 Fluorescent lamp 30w20cm 15 8 47
10,000 Fluorescent lamp

Sun light
30w5cm
Cloudiness 4 2 13

100,000 Sun light Clear weather 1 42 5
Drive duration from full charge About 6 months

Accuracy (average monthly difference) 20 seconds
Operating temperature range -5℃～+50℃

3m 500 lux(Normal room level）
1millumination

(Under the white fluorescent lamp 40 W)
1,000 lux

Rain 1,000 lux
Cloudinessindoor

(Window by day) 1,000~3,000 lux
Sunny 3,000 lux

Cloudiness
Sun light

10,000 lux
Sunny 100,000 lux

Approximate brightness (illuminance)environment

Using Your Knot Watch
■Time setting

■Set date

- Overseas - 

・ Taipei Gallery Shop

・ Taichung Gallery Shop

・ Bangkok Gallery Shop

・ Tiong Bahru Gallery Shop

・ Hanoi Gallery Shop

 - Japan -

・Kichijoji Gallery Shop

・ Kichijoji Factory

・Omotesando Gallery Shop

・ Yokohama Motomachi Gallery Shop

・ Hoshigaoka Gallery Shop

・ Shinsaibashi Gallery Shop

・ Kobe Motomachi Gallery Shop

・ Tenjin Gallery Shop


